Global foundation of Public & Equality
in Labour and Rewards

A first glance on Initiative & Intention

In philosophy and religion there is that important basic rule or desire that as humans we
strive for hapiness and a life of significance.
The strive for happiness is our inborn nature. Which gives all our deeds a glance of the
core values we have as well as the preferences we cherish.
We as humans respect other humans because they own the same right to consciousness as
us. By respect we build a society in which every member has a place.
In philospohy we search for the flower of youth, the stone which turns lead into gold.
We search for the spring that gives our eternal happiness.
In religion we search for life in which we see satisfaction with the way we are, the way we
behave and who we are.
Religion knows the object of prayer. The Holy Lord who has in all religions a name and
characterizations. Prayer gives us the feeling we are on a good track in life.
The intention of this foundation is based on these values and stories.
Stories of people, some striving for happiness, others striving for meaning or signicance.
Stories of people suffering the loss of health, money or position.
Stories of people wanting to cooparate in a good society without proper education or
proper chances of labor in their region or in general.
This initiative has as its goal or purpose to make available world wide;
A foundation to make possible a labourplace for everyone in every country who desires it.
A foundation making use of the people to create a world where income has a basic level.
Where education is not for the happy few. A place to live with the feeling being important
This initiative is a reason for people to make the most of their life.
This initiative is a way to be happy with your life. With the contentment of being usefull.
A new intention to an initiative that appears throughout history and giving a new wave of
energy to a world which becomes more crowded with people not finding their reason in
life.
A good blessing to all, i wish, for every human may lead a good and prosperous life.
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A light on Mission and Objectives

Every organisation being part of an economic system. Whether a system is internationally
active or bound to borders of countries, have a reason to exist.
Organsations are started all over the world with the main objective to be profitfull.
To earn money and get rich or get satisfied.
An organisation without profit doesn’t exist, but the ways to earn profit differs.
One company makes profit, gives it to the shareholders,
A second company invests it for the goodness of the society.
The main objective is to make profits and proof to be a usefull addition to society.
A company with the reason of making labour fruitfull and giving the members a basic
income where other companies would fail.
The objectives to make this world better for this company is to give certain securities to
members as well as economical or social systems.
Securities of giving members the possibility of having a home, a house, a tent or otherwise.
Securities of giving members the possibility of spend their income on culture & nature or
whatever is allowed according to law books.
Security of giving a human person a place in a world where famine or disease is not a main
reason of suffering. A possible chance of overcoming such bad hardship.
The mission is: Make an organisation, international. global to make labour and education
possible for everyone who would like to apply.
To make labour equally rewarded. By a basic income, or other methods.
To share the level of education by allowing new members to be educated in a good and
expert way.
The mission is to be worldwide, being an organisation not dependent on the arbitrariness
of persons who are not concerned with world peace.
The mission is to have a good future for every member. Where or Who they might be.
May every person, being member of human kind, be blessed with happiness & health.
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Description of Organisation and Departments

The organisation as every company has a legal status by which it is forced into a
certain hierarchy and internal system of roles with bordered responsabilities.
The organisation should have a form by which it is able to operate as a little organisation but also as a global foundation having many members.
The organisation must have rules by which the abuse of economies or individual
rights are being reduced to a minimum.
The organisation must have a clear set of rules. What is allowed, what is forbidden.
The rules should apply to every member not influenced by the sector or the position of them.
Rules to make clear waht basic income every member has.
What education is provided.
The level of income that is defined as basic.
For a small organsation there is no need for departments but when it grows over
twenty or more members a clear subdivision of all roles is more needed.
The global organsation as a purpose should grant membership to all people on the
world and giving them right to education and basic income. (in a possible future)
But part of human life is to find the flaws in systems, so there must be a way of
securing an organisation to not be vulnerable to abuse, fraud or other illegelaties.
A global organisation should have departments from education, finance, and labor
related.
As the organisation works for clients all over the world there must be a set of rules,
such as not making any militaryproducts or services to ensure the foundation is
not part of the black side of society.
An organisation which gives members without prerequisites a right for labor and
income should be blessed by the members who benefit. May they be blessed by a
good position.
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How to aid in a Global Intention;
working with Support

Every wonder in the world has been built with the bare hands of everyone keeping the
plan or idea as a living goal.
Every wonder in the world has had the help of them able to design the miracle,
the ones who gave form by inventing plans and creating tools.
As every world wonder it must have intention and enthousiasm of everyone willing to
make such an idea to reality.
This world wonder is not by a building on the flat earth. name it the pyramids or some
other important building.
This world wonder is not to be touched by the hands of grasped by the ear.
No it is in the blessing of having a place on this world.
It is a blessing to obtain a secure income to have the feeling being on a good world.
A small organisation has other needs as a large one does.
So it is not wise to write about all the things needed for such a foundation.
Everyone with good intents, has the right to add to my idea of this foundation.
Everyone having a good idea, or other support.
May they all be blessed when they add goodness to my plan.
The blessing of the Omnipotent, Allmightyness was in helping me creating or catching
this idea.
May the good religions, being christianity, hinduism or other help this gigantic project
with their light and prayer.
May wisdom guide the earth to the light of peace & health.
May happiness follow the steps of alle those ones being interested in some form of
culture or religion.
Shine on us o creator, to bless us with thy light.

